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What is Active 
Archiving?

The Active Archive Alliance 
is a collaborative industry 
alliance dedicated to 
promoting active archives 
for simplified access to 
all of your data, all of 
the time.  As a vendor– 
neutral organization  the 
Alliance is open to leading 
providers of active archive 
technologies including 
file systems, active archive 
applications, cloud 
storage, high density tape 
and disk storage. Active 
Archive Alliance members 
provide active archive 
solutions, best practices, 
and industry testimonials 
so that organizations can 
achieve fast, active access 
to all their data in the most 
cost-effective manner.



Quantum’s Molly Presley  
Appointed to Active  
Archive Alliance Board
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Molly Presley, vice president of marketing at Quantum Corp., has 
joined the Active Archive Alliance Board of Directors. Presley was 
instrumental in the formation of the Active Archive Alliance in 2010 
and brings more than 15 years of enterprise storage experience to 
the Board. She previously served as Chairman of the Board from 
2010 until 2014.

“I am excited to once again be a part of the leadership team of the 
Alliance,” said Presley. “Active archives play a key role in solving 
some of the toughest data storage management challenges and are 
undergoing radical transformations as file sizes increase and new 
access requirements proliferate. With the amount of archival data 
soaring and no end in sight, active archiving is poised to play an 
even more important role in data centers going forward.”

Read the full press release here.

The past year has seen a rise in new technologies that have evolved around machine learning, smart cities, internet of things 
(IoT), video surveillance and 4K resolution video. These new advances are spurring an accelerated growth in digital data that 
needs to be stored, protected and readily available at the same time. This changing data landscape and new approaches like 
using metadata to more easily manage and categorize data, will continue to impact the data storage industry.  

To address these needs, members of the Active Archive Alliance recently shared their 2018 predictions for data storage and 
the evolving role of active archives.  Top trends to watch include: 

• Machine Learning and Metadata Will Drive Cross-platform Storage and Data Management 

• Smart Cities Will Become Safer Cities

• Changing Data Landscape Will Bring New Storage Technologies

• Video Surveillance Growth Will Provide Opportunity for Active Archives

• 4K and Higher Resolution Will Begin to Dominate Production Choice; SSD/Flash Will Make Greater Inroads

• Nearline and Object Storage Disk and Tape Usage Will Rise

• LTO-8 Will Strengthen Tape’s Market Position

• Cloud Archive Will be Ubiquitous Both On- and Off-Premise

• AI and Data Visualization Will be Broadly Adopted in the Enterprise for Active Archive Use Cases

Read the full blog here.

Top Data Storage and Active 
Archive Predictions for 2018
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When it Comes to Video Surveillance, Active Archive 
Solutions Can Address the “Transparency Paradox”
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As a society, we want better security and swifter justice. We have the 
technology to achieve this but we don’t necessarily have the budget. The 
good news is that a record number of surveillance cameras are shipping 
year after year. They are also becoming more affordable and resolutions 
are steadily increasing to include 4K or better. 

This proliferation of surveillance technology has given rise to the 
“transparency paradox” where the public demands more recorded 
evidence which creates the need for more data storage. This is where 
the concept of an active archive comes into focus providing a solution 
where organizations can afford to maintain online access to all of their 
surveillance content in a multi-tiered storage system that leverages the 
speed of flash and disk with the superior economics of tape.

Read the full blog here.

How to Craft a Data Archiving Strategy for 95%  
of Your Data

Search Storage

December 8, 2017

“Your data archiving strategy should rely on storage 
using high-capacity HDDs, assisted by deduplication and 
compression, to drive as much cost out of the archive 
storage tier as possible. While all those technologies could 
affect data recall performance, in most cases, a recall from a 
properly designed active archive is almost as fast as primary 
storage.”

Read the full article here.
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Join the Active Archive Alliance
As data creation, storage and access requirements continue to grow and evolve, organizations are struggling to meet 
internal business requirements and externally imposed regulations. No single vendor has the complete product set or 
resources to solve today's data access demands. The Active Archive Alliance was formed as a multi-vendor effort to: 

1. Ensure inter-compatibility

2. Define best practices

3. Educate end users and resellers

Does your company have a technology that complements an active archive? For more information or to apply for 
membership, click  here.

Active Archive Alliance Members
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